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Abstract
Syllables play an important role in speech synthesis, speech recogni on, and

spoken document retrieval. A novel, low cost, and language agnos c approach

to dividing words into their corresponding syllables is presented. A hybrid ge-

ne c algorithm constructs a categoriza on of phones op mized for syllabifi-

ca on. This categoriza on is used on top of a hiddenMarkov model sequence

classifier to find syllable boundaries. The technique shows promising prelimi-

nary results when trained and tested on English words.

Background

Terminology

Phone: a unit of sound (t in the English tip)

Syllable: a single segment of uninterrupted phones (syl - la - bles)

Syllabifica on: the process of breaking a word (a sequence of phones)

into its corresponding syllables

Methods of Syllabifica on

1. Rule-based: Involves numerous handwri en rules about a given lan-

guage. A prominent example would be the tsylb syllabifica on so ware

based on Daniel Kahn’s elaborate phonological algorithm [1].

2. Probabilis c: Sta s cal approaches based on training examples to pro-

vide learned insight. High order hidden Markov models (HMMs) and

support vector machines (SVMs) have shown to perform this task at a

state of the art level [2].

Training Advantage

Figure 1

There are 54 phones in the IPA.

With there being either a syl-

lable boundary or not for each

me step, the hidden state

space is 54 ∗ 2 = 108. Us-

ing 12 phone c categories, we

reduce the hidden state space

to 12 ∗ 2 = 24. Thus, the

model achieves high accuracy

with limited training data.

Method
Syllabifica on can be treated as a sequence classifica on problem. We use a

version of the Interna onal Phone c Alphabet called DISC to represent words

as sequences of phones [3]. Before interac ng with the model, these phones

undergo a transforma on based on a given table of one to many mappings.

The phones on the le map to the category on the right:

These categories, enumerated as bigrams, form the input to the sequence

classifier, a first order hidden Markov model (HMM)[4]. Given a bigram cate-

gory sequence and a trained HMM, the Viterbi algorithm determines themost

likely syllable boundary sequence. Syllables can then be trivially recovered.

Phone c Categories: The Gene c Algorithm

An important considera on is how to create the table of phone-categorymap-

pings discussed above. We use a no-knowledge approach that is ini alized

with a random set of mappings. Adjustments are then made to find the ideal

set of mappings such that the accuracy of syllabifica on using said mappings

is maximized. We employ a gene c algorithm to op mally search the space of

poten al phone-category mappings. Our gene c algorithm includes the fol-

lowing components:

� Sampling: Stochas c Universal Sampling(SUS)[5]

� Ma ng: Sca ered Crossover

� Muta on: Self-adap ve based on the standard devia on of the evalua-

on accuracy

� Custom Step: Takes the gene, or phone, involved in the most mis-

syllabifica ons in the most fit member. The HMM is trained and tested

with the phone permuted with every categoriza on to determine the

best mapping for the individual phone.

Figure 2: HMM-Conven onal uses hand-cra ed, natural phone c categories.

This is quickly surpassed by gene cally op mized categories at just 83.45%.

Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions

1. Our sequence classifier can accurately predict syllable boundaries at

a word-level accuracy of 92.54% (using 10-fold cross-validated on

CELEX).

2. Gene cally-op mized phone c mappings alongside the hidden

Markov model show promise as a method of automa c syllabifica-

on.

Future Work

� Test language independence against German, Dutch, and other lan-

guages.

� Inves gate why certain phones pa ern well in syllabifica on. Interest-

ingly, the gene cally-op mized categories do not pa ern well with con-

ven onal, natural phone c categoriza ons.

� Release the data and system of syllabifica on to benefit both re-

searchers in linguis cs and computa onal linguis cs.
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